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PATROL UNDER CONTROL



UniGuard Ultra Robust Supervisor

ValuMate2 Lightweight Recorder

UniGuard Ultra Robust Recorder

RECORDERS

     
The standard UniGuard Ultra Robust Recorder will hold 
over 4000 events in its non volatile memory, each event 
holding identification data, date and time accurate to the 
second. 

Being a highly customizable system, it will allow you to 
set up an identification serial number to each of  your 
wands, supporting up to 9999 wands in the one system.

"Using the UniGuard Systems is so simple and easy."
1. Set up your patrol Tour by attaching a series of  buttons over your patrol tour. 

2. Set up your UniGuard software and customize your regions, sites and checkpoints. 

3. Every guard is issued a recorder, when he has been to a checkpoint he simply scans the button attached to a hard surface by 
     reading it with the recorder. 

4. At the end of  their patrol tour, the employee simply places the recorder into a downloader and let the  UniGuard software
    do everything else on its own, it’s that easy! 

The Supervisor recorder holds almost 33,000 or 
eight full normal recorders or combinations thereof. 
Each normal recorder holds over 4000 hits.

One of  the Supervisor Recorder’s best features is that it 
can be used to empty other recorders of  data, out in the 
field, and then carry that data back to the office for 
downloading.

This means that rather that having to bring the recorders 
to the office for downloading, or go out in the field with a laptop, the data from recorders in the field is 
simply poured into the supervisor recorder, leaving the other recorders on site.

The ValuMate2 Patrol Recorder is a light-weight yet hardy data 
logger. It is housed in an aluminum, waterproof  and shock 
resistant case to ensure performance in adverse and robust condi-
tions.

The ValuMate2 Patrol Recorder is capable of  recording 4,000 
separate patrol events. Installation is quick and simple as no 
wiring is required between patrol points



Software Features Matrix

SOFTWARE

UniGuard 11 Standard
UniGuard standard software is designed with ease of  use in mind. It is directed squarely at the entry level 
user with reports at your fingertips. 

UniGuard 11 Enhanced
UniGuard Enhanced software offers many new fields and options and is directed at smaller companies 
who want very powerful tools to scrutinize employee movements. 

UniGuard 11 Professional
UniGuard Professional software is aimed at corporations with visit regions over vast areas. It has a high 
level of  reporting as well as the new issues feature which can track issues to resolution. 

UniGuard 11 LIVE
The new UniGuard LIVE software is designed to do the job of  an officer that is dedicated to the system. 
It will automatically import data from the field in its own inbox and generates reports to a schedule as well 
as e-mail the reports automatically to your clients according to the schedule that you put in. If  an excep-
tion is detected, UniGuard 11 LIVE will automatically create an issue for a manager to track and resolve. 
UniGuard 11 LIVE does the work of  a full time employee.

System Requirements
Operating Systems:  

Windows® 2000
XP Professional SP2
2003 SP2

Processor:
1200 MHz or faster

Memory:
512MB or more

Hard Disk Space:
100MB or more

Colour Depth:
32 bit

Screen Resolution:
800x600 (1024x768+ recommended)

Hardware:
Serial Port/USB-Serial converter

Other:
Installed printer or print driver



Downloader/Encoder

12 Position Events Wallet

Encoded Patrol Visit Points

OTHER ESSENTIAL HARDWARE

The Downloader Encoder Set is a simple piece of  hardware 
which downloads data from your UniGuard recorder into your 
computer. Information downloaded is then read by your Uni-
Guard software package and displayed within the program.

The Encoder reads point visit tag serial numbers to facilitate 
recognition of  the tag's allocated number.

The UniGuard Downloader Encoder Set does not require electri-
cal or battery power to operate and connects to a 9 pin serial port. USB to Serial adaptors are available.

The UniGuard point visit tags are inexpensive tamper-proof  
point data generators which hold information for the record-
ers using micro-chip technology. The chip is housed in a 
stainless steel container, each with its own unique and perma-
nently assigned factory-lasered address. The points can oper-
ate between -40°C to +85°C temperatures and have a lifetime 
of  over 100 years!

The UniGuard Point Visit Tags are fixed to any hard surface using stainless steel tamper-proof  brackets which 
mount to any surface with anti vandal clutch head screws.

The UniGuard Events Wallet is a must-have acces-
sory with your UniGuard System. It will allow you to 
generate a report of  the time, date and location that 
an incident has happened as well as identifying the 
name of  the officer lodging the report.



Recorder Pouches

Plastic Personal Identification Tags

Tamperproof  Wall Brackets

ACCESSORIES

For easy carrying of  your recorder, we have black pouches 
available. The pouch is extremely durable and will last for 
many years, even at the hands of  unruly, destructive 
employees.

Holsters are available in both leather and canvas, are 
extremely hardy and will clip onto any utility belt.

Stainless steel wall bracket kits are made in 
Australia from 316 grade stainless steel and will 
ensure that your checkpoint tag remains securely 
where you installed it. Brackets come with 
specially made tamperproof  one-way screws to 
adjust them to any hard surface.

Plastic personal identification tags are easily carried 
on any key chain and allow the recorder to be used to 
clock staff  on and off  the job. A normal inexpensive 
point visit tag snaps into this handy little device.



Star

Star

Making it easy for you to get started...

PACKAGES

UniGuard 11 - Robust Starter Pack
UniGuard 11 - Robust Starter Pack is designed for clients who may wish an easy alternative to get a 
system up and running with minimal mix and matching and the best savings. UniGuard 11 - Robust 

ter Pack is adjusted to suit the security industry.

UniGuard Robust Starter Pack includes:

1 UniGuard Ultra Robust Recorder
1 Desktop Patrol Downloader/Encoder
1 UniGuard 11 - Standard Software
10 Encoded Patrol Visit Tags

UniGuard 11 - ValuMate2 Starter Pack
UniGuard 11 - ValuMate2 Starter Pack is designed for clients who may wish an easy alternative to get a 
system up and running with minimal mix and matching and the best savings. UniGuard 11 - ValuMate2 

ter Pack is adjusted to suit the cleaning industry. 

UniGuard ValuMate2 Starter Pack includes:

1 ValuMate2 Lightweight Recorder
1 Desktop Patrol Downloader/Encoder
1 UniGuard 11 - Standard Software
10 Encoded Patrol Visit Tags



OTHER INFORMATION

Payment Methods:
We accept MasterCard and Visa, Cheques, Bank Transfers and Cash.
First time orders are C.O.D. Consecutive orders may be placed on a 30 day account after approval. For 
more information about bank details for transfers please contact us at (02) 9626 2000.
Goods will be couriered out over overnight delivery. Interstate and Overseas deliveries may take longer. 

Warranty:

UniGuard Robust Recorders have a hardware warranty of  25 months and a battery warranty of  5 years.

ValuMate2 Lightweight Recorders in a cleaning scenario have a hardware warranty of  12 months and a 
battery warranty of  2 years. For security applications unit warranty is 3 months and battery warranty is 2 
years.

Technical Support:
Support is free of  charge, please call us on (02) 9626 2000 during business hours and ask to speak with 
support for any issues with your software. Extensive support is also available from our website at 
www.uniguard.com.au or should you wish to e-mail our support team, you may do so at: 
support@uniguard.com.au

Software training is available free of  charge at our offices, please call to arrange an appointment.

UniGuard.com.au Newsletter:
Want more information about upcoming products and packages? 
Please sign up for our newsletter, visit our website at www.uniguard.com.au for details.

Contact Details:
Postal Address  Unit 16/70 Holbeche rd
    Arndell Park NSW 2148
   
Phone   (02) 9671 7777
Facsimile  (02) 8282 5039
   
Sales   sales@uniguard.com.au
Support   support@uniguard.com.au
Accounts  accounts@uniguard.com.au



UniGuard Patrol Management Systems specializes in developing and supplying cost effective 
attendance verification systems. For over the last decade, our range of products have and con-
tinue to be used by companies who need a means of verifying their employees’ movments 
through the course of their shift.

We like to provide our happy clientele with a range of innovative solutions which are being 
constantly updated to better improve productivity. UniGuard 11, our latest range of software 
to date incorporates a variety of improvements over its predecessors. It is an easy to use appli-
cation with various levels of security, so you may customize your setup for every destined 
operator, customizing every option for every user.

We are a client-orientated company and welcome suggestions from our clientele; after all they 
are the front line users of our systems. Our clients’ suggestions help keep us at the forefront of 
technology in this field.

- The UniGuard Team


